Book An
Appointment

Welcome to the
Future of MRI
Insight Medical Imaging
is proud to house the
SIGNA 1.5T Voyager
and 3T Architect,
GE Healthcare’s most
versatile, adaptable,
and powerful magnetic
resonance (MR)
systems ever.

MAGNETIC
RESONANCE
IMAGING (MRI)

For more information or to book an
appointment, contact us!
Please have your health care card, doctor’s
name, and requisition ready.

Phone
Local:

780-669-2222

Toll Free:

1-866-771-9446

Online

www.x-ray.ca

Speak With Your Doctor

Insight Medical Imaging accepts requisition
forms from any diagnostic imaging provider.

Booking Hours*
Monday – Friday

8:00 am - 7:00 pm

Saturday

9:00 am - 4:00 pm

Sunday

Closed

*hours subject to change

Cost

Most of our MRI scans fall between $600 and
$1200. Please refer to our website or call
Central Booking for current exam costs as
prices are subject to change.
We accept Visa, Mastercard, and Debit.
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EXCEPTIONAL DETAIL
RAPID DIAGNOSIS
SWIFT TREATMENT

A Better Patient
Experience
1.5T SIGNA Voyager
The newest GE technology provides
consistently sharper images thanks to
advancements in total digital imaging. This
allows our radiologists to provide your doctor
with more data for diagnosis. The 1.5T SIGNA
Voyager also provides greater accuracy
through motion correction capabilities and realtime diaphragm tracking, minimizing chances of
misdiagnosis. Our state-of-the-art GE scanner
simplifies the imaging process, creating an
exceptional patient experience while providing
extraordinary image quality.

3T SIGNA Architect
The 3T SIGNA Architect is Edmonton’s
most advanced GE MRI scanner available
to the public. The 3T magnetic field is twice
as strong as conventional 1.5T scanners,
capturing fine detail beneficial for small joint
and brain imaging. Benefits of Insight’s 3T
SIGNA Architect include shorter scan times,
exam orientation flexibility, a more comfortable
scanning environment and more quantifiable
data for our radiologists and your doctor.

No Radiation Exposure:
This non-invasive procedure uses a
magnetic field measured in Teslas (T), radio
waves, and a computer to generate images.

Less Noise & Stress:
GE technology can reduce the traditional
sound level from 120 dB (rock concert) to
40 dB (ambient noise).

Shorter Scan Times:
Faster exams are extremely beneficial for
patients suffering from claustrophobia or
discomfort from an injury.

Express Comfort Table:
A softer memory foam surface helps
patients relax more during their scan.

A More Spacious Exam:
The tunnel where patients are scanned is
four inches wider than older models.

Which Scanner is
Right for Me?
MRI is an exceptional exam for many areas
of the body including the abdomen, pelvis,
musculoskeletal joints, nervous system,
and more.
Our highly trained radiologists will decide
which MRI scanner is best suited for you
based on the medical exam ordered and
the unique patient history provided on your
requisition.

You’re in
Excellent Hands
As soon as your exam is completed, our
on-site radiologists will review the images
and create a detailed analysis.
Their findings are transcribed, and a detailed
report is sent to your doctor in a timely manner,
usually within one business day. Your doctor
will review the report, form a conclusion, and
create an actionable treatment plan.
Should your doctor have any questions or
concerns about the report, we encourage them
to reach out to our radiologists directly. Our
team is always willing to work with your doctor
towards your pursuit of health and wellness.
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